The combination of donor and recipient age is critical in determining host immunoresponsiveness and renal transplant outcome.
To evaluate the interaction of donor and recipient age on transplant outcome and immune response. The age of donor and recipient is becoming increasingly important in organ transplantation. We tested the relevance and consequences of recipient and donor age on immunoresponsiveness and transplant outcome in a uni- and multilateral cohort analysis. We obtained and analyzed data from 108,188 recipients of deceased donor kidneys of the United Network for Organ Sharing database transplanted between 1995 and 2008. Univariate analysis of allograft and patient survival was calculated by Kaplan Meyer. Multivariate analyses were performed using the Cox Proportional Hazards method. Data were assessed and compared by decades of increasing donor and recipient age with and without censoring transplant loss for death with a functioning graft. This approach allowed a detailed analysis of interacting factors. Transplant survival was lowest in elderly recipients. However, when the analysis was censored for patient's death with a functioning kidney transplant, survival improved incrementally with each decade of increasing recipient age. This was even more surprising as older recipients had received less well-matched organs of poorer quality. The frequency of acute rejection decreased dramatically with increasing age, emphasizing the effect of age on the vigor of the recipient's immune responses. In contrast, increasing donor age was associated with more frequent acute rejection rates. The effects of donor and recipient age in combination demonstrated that grafts of older donors fared significantly better in older recipients. Our results show that increasing recipient age is associated with an improved transplant survival, lower rates of rejection, and superior outcome of older donor organs. Physiological and/or immunologic aspects of organ and recipient age seem to determine, at least in part, the success of renal transplantation.